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written in 1990–2 by Bill Venables and David M. Smith
when at the University of Adelaide. We have made a
number of small changes to reflect differences between
the R and S programs, and expanded some of the material.

Pulse oximetry for the diagnosis and management of acute
…
Aug 29, 2022 · Introduction. Pulse oximetry monitoring
is the standard of care in . most hospital settings, but
assessment of the severity of hypoxaemia in acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) has traditionally
required the measurement of arterial oxygen tension
(partial pressure of arterial oxygen; PaO. 2) using
arterial blood gas analysis. The
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Statistical tests, P values, confidence intervals, and
power: a …

Data Forecasts of the Epidemic COVID-19 by Deterministic
…

Introduction Misinterpretation and abuse of statistical
tests has been decried for decades, yet remains so
rampant that some scientiﬁc journals discourage use of
‘‘statistical signiﬁ-cance’’ (classifying results as
‘‘signiﬁcant’’ or not based on a P value) [1]. One
journal now bans all statistical tests and

1 Introduction According to WHO [1] report, as of 5:03pm
CEST, 17 August 2022, there have been 589,680,368 con
rmed ... [10] also investigate mathematical models of
COVID-19 considering also the asymptomatic infections.
Especially, [9] and [10] discretize the di erential
equations to di erence equations and assume that some
parameters are time ...

HNRDA 2017-2022 | Page 1
Introduction 7 Harmonized National R&D Agenda (HNRDA)
Framework 8 ... Mathematical Sciences (Division II),
Medical Sciences (Division III), Pharmaceutical Sciences
... e. Epidemiology of food- and feed-borne contaminants
Priorities for 2017-2019 asic research along two strands
is SAPAT Program’s priority in the next three years.

Does repeated influenza vaccination attenuate
effectiveness?
Sep 21, 2022 · Introduction. Influenza vaccines require
annual readministration because circulating viruses,
especially influenza . A(H3N2) viruses, 1. undergo rapid
antigenic drift demanding reconfiguration of the vaccine
and because vaccine-induced immunity against homologous
strains might wane. 2,3. Annual seasonal influenza
vaccination is

An Introduction to R
This introduction to R is derived from an original set
of notes describing the S and S-Plus environments
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